Confined water: a Mercedes-Benz model study.
We study water that is confined within small geometric spaces. We use the Mercedes-Benz (MB) model of water, in NVT and muVT Monte Carlo computer simulations. For MB water molecules between two planes separated by a distance d, we explore the structures, hydrogen bond networks, and thermodynamics as a function of d, temperature T, and water chemical potential mu. We find that squeezing the planes close enough together leads to a vaporization of waters out of the cavity. This vaporization transition has a corresponding peak in the heat capacity of the water. We also find that, in small pores, hydrogen bonding is not isotropic but, rather, it preferentially forms chains along the axis of the cavity. This may be relevant for fast proton transport in pores. Our simulations show oscillations in the forces between the inert plates, due to water structure, even for plate separations of 5-10 water diameters, consistent with experiments by Israelachvili et al. [Nature 1983, 306, 249]. Finally, we find that confinement affects water's heat capacity, consistent with recent experiments of Tombari et al. on Vycor nanopores [J. Chem. Phys. 2005, 122, 104712].